HP-67/97 program plots
antenna's polar pattern
by D. C. Mitchell
Milan, Mich.

Computing the radiation pattern of driven antenna
arrays in polar form is easy with this HP-67/97
program. Given the relative spacing, phasing, and orientation of a multielement array having parallel or colinear
half-wave elements in the horizontal plane, the routine
tabulates the power gain of the array as a function of the
incremental compass angle specified by the user.
The program solves the equation derived by Weeks!:

where:
= the phasor sum magnitude of the interference
pattern produced by n elements
= the ratio of the power applied to the nth element

to the power supplied to the user-defined reference
element, r
= the relative spacing in electrical degrees between
the nth element and r
= the orientation of the nth element with respect to
r (0° if elements are in parallel, 90° ifcolinear)
= the bearing, in degrees, at which field strength is
measured .
= the relative phase in electrical degrees between
element n and r.
Note that the directive (E-plane) pattern as tabulated
is not affected by the antenna height above ground,
although the user will need a set of ground-reflection
factor charts2 to find the relative gain at a specific
take-off angle for a given antenna height and bearing.
An example illustrates the usefulness of the program.
A three-element array is arranged as shown in the
figure, with each member driven 90° out of phase (lagging) with its preceding element as measured with
respect to the reference
is required in increments of
30°, starting from 0°.
Thus
, n = 3, and for the second element, A
= -90°, R = 1, = 0°, and B = 90°. Keying in these
parameters, followed by A = -180°, R = 1, 0 = 0° and
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B = 180" for the third element, yields the tabulated

with this program if the effective power ratios, Rn, and

results as shown,
constructed.
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Note that the analysis of parasitic arrays is possible
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is the relative phase factors, An, are known.
1. W. L. Weeks, "Antenna Engineering," McGraw-Hiil, 1968
2. J. Kraus, "Antennas," McGraw-HIli, 1950.
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